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Abstract. Companies from the software sector have been seeking new,
sustainable business models. A key strategy to achieve is innovation.
Being a sector largely formed by SMEs, a general problem is to keep innovation a sustainable practice. Many companies have been shifting their
systems’ architectures to SOA, but despite its potentials, SOA projects
are often costly, complex and risky. One approach to mitigate this is
endowing companies with means to innovate collaboratively. Current innovation models are mostly devoted to the manufacturing sector, without
supporting the many software and SOA specificities. We present a collaborative innovation process model as a contribution to fill this gap. The
model combines open and network innovation approaches and allowing
the tailoring of process composition to accommodate the uniqueness of
innovation projects. The proposed model was evaluated by industry.
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Introduction

The software sector plays a significant role in the world economy [1]. Advances
in Internet technologies and the rise of the services oriented economy challenge
the industry to develop new, competitive and sustainable business models [2].
One key strategy to achieve this is innovation [3]. A general problem is that the
industry mostly consists of SMEs, which have limited capacity to keep innovation
as an ongoing sustainable practice, aligned to their strategies in an environment
of permanent change [4].
One of these technological changes is the gradual shift towards implementing
systems using the SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) paradigm [5]. In SOA, a
software system is formed by a composition of a set of modules – called software
services – which are decoupled, distributed, heterogeneous and of several natures,
forming a single logical unit to create products and processes [6].
Despite its technological and commercial potentials, SOA projects can be
complex and costly, difficult to manage, and hence risky [7]. Existing innovation
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models are basically devoted to manufacturing, without considering the software
specificities [8]. This paper exploits the premise that the innovation initiative’s
risk can be mitigated if the SMEs involved in a given SOA development can
jointly innovate, within wider and open networks, sharing risks, investments,
resources (human and software/services assets), knowledge and benefits, while
keeping their autonomy and independence.
Within this general goal, this paper focuses on the process perspective. It
presents the final results of an innovation process model – called SIGMA –
directed to networks of SOA providers to innovate collaboratively and openly
towards generating a valuable outcome in a flexible and non-linear flow considering the particular requirements of every SOA project and its network governance
model. Such outcome can be a software prototype, a proof of concepts, a set of
ideas for new business models and products, among others. As a value proposition, this model intends to be used as a “guide” that systematizes the innovation
process itself. This enables better innovation management, provides a basis for
the introduction of good innovation practices, and leverages the continuous maturity improvement of processes, people and the involved organizations.

2

Basic Concepts and State-of-the-art Reviews

Collaborative Networks are strategic alliances focused on intense and fluid collaboration among autonomous organizations [9]. In order to support the dynamics
of an innovation network, the Virtual Organization (VO) concept is of particular importance. A VO is a temporary and dynamic entity formed out of select
autonomous network members that join their complementary core-competencies
and general resources to attend to a demand [9].
Innovation Models covering the phases and processes of innovation, via the socalled funnel, namely: selection and/or generation of ideas, concept development,
concept evaluation/selection, concept design/specification, implementation and
exploitation (adapted from [10]). Innovation models evolved from linear to open
and network models [11,12]. Gates are added between steps to constrain the
continuation of the process. Processes may be executed in sequence or in parallel,
and can go back and forth during the innovation processes. Different types of
actors and roles may be involved, including member companies and external
supporting partners [13]. A collaborative innovation network is a temporary or
long-term alliance of disparate autonomous organizations with the willingness
to jointly develop or exploit an innovative business vision by sharing of ideas,
knowledge, capacity, resources and services, costs, risks and benefits, supported
by the intense use of ICT, and grounded by principles of trust, preparedness,
governance and intellectual property rights [8].
A Systematic Literature Review was conducted to oversee the state-of-theart. Journal papers and conference proceedings from 2002 and 2015 were searched
in IEE-Explore, ACM, Web of science and ScienceDirect, complemented by the
search in the EU CORDIS projects database [14]. The essential search terms
used were innovation, collaborative networks, SMEs, SOA & services. No work
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has been found that dealt with the envisaged open and flexible innovation model
based on a network of autonomous SMEs that can participate in all phases of the
innovation process, regarding the particular nature of software and SOA. On the
other hand, 8 papers ([3,10,11,15,16,17,18,19,20]) and 7 projects (BIVEE, ComVantage, IMAGINE, CoVES, Laboranova, PLENT and GloNet [[14]]) provided
some useful insights for our proposed model. In summary: i) most works are
directed to manufacturing, with some of them also covering related services (but
not software services); ii) most works presents linear models, where the innovation process seems to follow the same mandatory steps, starting with a business
plan, and some aspects that do not fit at all the reality of the software/SOA
development process; iii) many models are incomplete in the sense that they
support only some phases of innovation; iv) none supports collaboration along
the entire innovation process; v) few models cover open innovation; vi) no work
gives methodological support to aid companies regarding methods, techniques,
etc. recommended to be used in each process.

3

Proposed Innovation Model

The model is based on two premises: the innovation process may be serendipitous and unique [21], involves creativity and therefore some unpredictability
[22]. Considering this, the model was generally inspired by the Design Thinking
method [22] and in particular its notion of innovation “spaces” and evolution
stages. This was complemented and adapted taking the six classical innovation
processes proposed in [10] into account.
Other requirements are: i) companies may participate in the whole or part of
the entire innovation process and related software development cycle, depending
on their agreed roles, rights and duties; ii) companies and supporting organizations may join, operate in, and leave the innovation network at different points
in time and possibly do so a number of times, during normal network operation
or when problems or changes occur; iii) there is no single, predefined or linear
progression for the innovation “path”.
Our model, called ‘SIGMA’, supports collaborative innovation from initial
exchange of ideas to final delivery/deployment (Fig. 1). The three model spaces
represent different moments a typical innovation initiative may go through: (i)
Ideas development space: includes processes supporting the management of ideas
and their preliminary evaluation/selection. This space is open for all members of
the long-term collaborative alliance (e.g. the federation); (ii) Solution development space: includes processes supporting the development of the selected ideas
by a VO; i.e. the companies selected considering the required expertise and financial, commercial, technological and software skills; (iii) Solution delivery space:
includes processes supporting the delivery of the innovation’s outcomes in the
case of its commercialization.
The innovation process sequence in these spaces is determined on-the-fly
based on the needs of the innovation initiative, i.e. processes may be revisited
and some of them (or even an entire space) may not be performed (e.g. the third
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Fig. 1. The SIGMA innovation model

space in case the innovation is not yet ready to be transformed into products).
Yet, an initiative does not necessarily have to start from the first space and
the ideas analysis process. The innovation can progress in decoupled cycles of
evolution between the spaces, where new ideas, prototype versions, goals, etc.,
can be generated and refined along the time. In order to support such flexibility,
and inspired by the SOA paradigm, the model’s processes are seen as a set
of decoupled building blocks. They act as reference processes that should be
selected based on needs and be further instantiated by the VO team.
An innovation initiative can be interrupted, radically changed or shelved
(for later use) anytime. The model also uses the classical gate concept for that,
although in a slightly different way: a formal evaluation of process outcomes may
act as a filter to continue the initiative (decided by the VO) but this is not a
mandatory decision.
– Ideas Development Space. Idea Analysis: a company from the alliance
can propose a joint innovation to the federation’s committee, which will
evaluate the initial idea’s potential; Briefing: the idea is presented in detail,
describing the necessary technologies, potential partnerships, eventual estimated ROI, foreseen market, etc; Commitment: the company that had the
original idea may want to protect it using confidentiality contracts before
presenting the idea to the other VO members; VO configuration: formation
of the VO that will carry out the innovation. This involves partner search
and selection, negotiations, setting up VO governance and revenue mode,
and contract signature, as well as the definition of performance indicators
to be applied upon partners and the innovation process; Consulting federation board : triggered in the case the VO needs advisory about some issues.
Although it can depend on how the governance model had been set up, the
board usually does not have the power to kill an idea. This board can be
formed by some alliance members and may also involve external experts.
The main goal here is trying to anticipate problems and propose possible
solutions.
– Solution Development Space. Presentation: a more complete project
plan and ICT analysis are produced and the eventual business model is
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refined. It also includes issues of IPR and ownership, accounting, and knowledge gaps in the VO and in the federation; Software-service conceptualization: concept development of the SOA solution, the software architecture, the
required services to be developed and their functional and non-functional requirements, etc;SOA solution development: it is similar to the previous one,
but at a very detailed level. It includes services coding and composition,
their integration and final verification. It covers the SOA/services life cycle
development [7,23], but respecting the par ticularities when the project is
to be performed by a group of companies [24]; Consulting VO Board : process triggered in the case the innovation team needs advisory about some
issues, for example, the need for new members; SOA solution commercial
preparation: this process ends the SOA solution development space, making
the planned outcomes available for whomever has the rights. VO members
make agreements and sign contracts, comprising commercial support for the
product/service, IPR, commercialization model, price policy, etc.
– Solution Delivery Space. Local infrastructure provisioning: depending on
the agreed business model, contracts and QoS requirements, it is necessary to
prepare the required infrastructure for the SOA solution deployment at the
customer’s infrastructure, third party provider, a specific member’s site, or
the alliance’s site; Local deployment: process triggered to make the physical
deployment of the SOA solution / product once the infrastructure is ready;
Deployment in the cloud : deployment of the SOA solution / product in a
third party or alliance’s cloud(s).
– Functional Guidelines (FG). Network members are basically SMEs, and
their managers may not be fully aware of the issues to consider in each of
the processes. FGs correspond to supporting methods, techniques and tools
that may be considered by the VO team during collaborative innovation. Ten
FGs have been identified after a compilation of several papers on innovation
(e.g. [25,26]). FGs are grouped into business, operational and policies levels:(
i) Business level : FGs related to commercialization of innovation. Involves
the issues of Business Model management and Legal aspects management;
(ii) Operational level : FGs to support the daily operation of the innovation
development. Involves the issues of Actors’ roles, Project/Resources management, VO Network operation, Incentive systems, and Performance indicators; (iii) Policies level : FGs related to relations within the VO, the VO with
other actors (internal or external), and with customers. Involves the issues
of Governance, Software process improvement, and Knowledge sharing and
management. The proposed model does not offer such methods, tools, etc..
Instead, adopting the vision of reference models, they have to be instantiated
regarding existing practices, available financial resources, prepared people,
etc.

4

Model Validation

The SIGMA model was evaluated by a group of SOA experts from a cluster of
ICT/SOA provider companies located in two cities in the South of Brazil. A total
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of 29 professionals from 17 companies were involved in three small workshops.
The selected companies had some level of experience on innovation.
The model was presented and doubts clarified. Hypothetical but representative business cases were proposed by them so as to simulate near-real innovation scenarios. The professionals were split into groups in order to also simulate
autonomous companies. The authors of this research acted as “moderators”,
sometimes representing members of the Network or the VO Board.
A survey composed of 18 questions was prepared adopting the GQM method
[27] and applied to the companies after the group dynamics. Twelve objective
questions were answered using the Likert scale and there were 6 open questions.
In summary: i) 90% agreed about the separation of the process model into
3 spaces; ii) 80% fully agreed that the process systematization has the potential to decrease costs, time and/or risks of SOA innovation projects; iii) 100%
agreed that the model properly supports the required flexibility of innovation in
software and SOA; iv) all devised processes and FGs were considered as pertinent, although with different levels of importance; v) 100% agreed that SMEs of
software providers will need to adopt more formal innovation practices and will
be involved in wider value chains in the next 5 years; vi) although more directed
to SMEs, 50% pointed out a sort of technical and cultural obstacles as well as
organization impacts to adopt the model.
Some initiatives were mentioned by the companies as enablers for the model
adoption, like the creation of common training courses on the several related
issues; the strengthening of the collaboration culture and trust among companies; and adequate legal frameworks also considering intellectual property rights.
On the other hand, some barriers to adopt the model were also identified, like
the lack of governance culture at the network level; the lack of systematic collaboration culture by SMEs; and lack of ICT tools to support the distributed
innovation and project/innovation management.

5

Conclusions

This paper presented the final results of a novel innovation process model devoted
to support collaborative innovation among software services provider SMEs. The
model has been developed with the view of Collaborative Networks providing the
foundation for supporting SMEs to work as a network, sharing costs, risks and
benefits, where an innovation initiative is operated as a Virtual Organization
(VO).
The most relevant supporting constituents to be taken into account in the
innovation process were identified and briefly described. They are called ‘functional guidelines’ and aim at helping companies to be aware of the issues to be
managed in the collaborative innovation life cycle.
The model presents a number of new contributions compared to related
works, namely: it is directed to software and SOA; it introduces the concept of
‘functional guidelines’; the model allows flexibility, non-linearity and on-the-fly
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composability of the innovation process for every innovation initiative; it introduces the concept of ‘building block’ as a reference process to be instantiated
according to existing cultural or other general conditions; it adapts the SOA
development process to cope with the requirements of collaborative innovation
among disparate companies.
From the business standpoint, the adoption of the proposed model has the
potential to provide a number of benefits, such as: the sharing of risks among
partners, which decreases their losses in the case if unsuccessful innovation initiatives; faster response to innovation demands; greater synergy and networking
among companies so generating a wider scope of complementary skills that can
be used in future businesses in other value chains; higher ROI as companies’
services can be reused by other companies; newer business models derived from
the networked business architecture; and the breeding of more intense culture of
innovation in the companies, reinforcing the ecosystem’s strength.
Working collaboratively is a learning process. Companies are heterogeneous
(culture, working methods, human resources’ qualification, core competences,
etc.) and autonomous, meaning that their different strategies must be accommodated and interoperate regarding their different priorities, exploitation plans,
and trade-offs in terms of acceptable risks, trust and benefits. Although presented in its final version, the model cannot be seen as fixed. New processes and
FGs can be added and existing one may evolve.
The innovation process model is not an end in itself. It is part of a much wider
framework instead. Complementary issues, like having an innovation model, fostering and reinforcing leadership and innovation culture, having appropriate legal and funding mechanisms, among many other conditions, should be developed
and supported for a successful and healthy innovation environment. The next
main step of this research refers to validate the model in real cases and to test
it close to a greater number of companies.
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